FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

RACO Introduces New Push-in MC Cable Connectors

South Bend, Indiana August 13, 2019 – RACO introduces the 38RAC and 40RAC cable connectors. These new push-in connectors make it easy to secure metal-clad cable into boxes or enclosures. RACO, part of Hubbell Commercial Construction, provides innovative electrical products to commercial and residential markets.

RACO’s new connectors, designed to improve on our previous Redi-Loc® line, save time and effort. Simply insert a cable into the cable opening, then snap the box end of the connector into a box knockout, done! No tools needed for a secure assembly. These connectors can also be removed and reused.

These new single-piece connectors fit all standard half inch knockouts in electrical boxes or enclosures. The rugged one-piece design is made of corrosion-resistant zinc plated steel. Pre-assembled nylon anti-short bushing will not fall out during installation. Designed for residential or commercial installation, these products are suitable for dry locations.

The 38RAC connector is designed to connect and terminate MCI, MCI-A, AC, HCF, and FMC. Use the 40RAC model with MC-PCS, MC-PCS HCF, MCI, MCI-A, AC, HCF, and FMC. The 40RAC is tinted blue inside to indicate suitability for MC-PCS cable types for smart building applications.

Availability of RACO’s 38RAC and 40RAC connectors begins late August 2019. Find more information at www.hubbell.com.
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###

About Hubbell Commercial Construction

Hubbell Commercial Construction includes five brands that provide innovative and cost-effective electrical products with superior customer service for commercial and/or residential markets. RACO creates electrical boxes, covers, and fittings. TayMac crafts “while in use” covers for outdoor electrical applications. Bell produces weatherproof boxes, covers and outdoor lighting. Wiegmann offers the most complete line of electrical enclosures for OEM, Commercial Construction, and MRO markets. Acme manufactures power conversion and conditioning equipment for industrial, commercial and OEM applications.

These historic brands are part of Hubbell Inc., one of the largest electrical manufacturers in North America. The company’s history of innovation extends back to the 1890s when Harvey Hubbell invented the pull chain light switch and duplex receptacle.
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